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Temporal Reliability o f Estimates f r o m Contingent Valuation

Richard T. Carson, W. Michael Hanemann, Raymond J. Kopp,
Jon A. Krosnick, Robert C. Mitchell, Stanley Presser, Paul A. Ruud,
and K Keny Smith with Michael Conaway and K e y Martin

ABSTRAm. In 1992 the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) convened a
panel of prominent social scientists to assess the
reliability of natural resource damage estimates derived from contingent valuation (CU. The panel
recommended that "time dependent measurement
noise should be reduced by averaging across independentb drawn samples taken at different points in
time." In this paper we eramine the temporal reliability of CV estimates. Our findings, using a CV
instrument designed to measure willingness to pay
for a p r o p m to protect Prince William Sound,
Alaska, from future oil spills, exhibited no significant sensitiuity to the timing of the interviews. (JEL

Q26, D60)

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past two decades the use of
contingent valuation (CV) in policy analysis
and academic research has grown rapidly.
According to one estimate there are now
almost two thousand studies in the literature dealing with CV (see Carson et al.
1995). Special attention has focused on its
use in estimating passive use value because
indirect methods can only measure use-related values.' While there is a substantial
literature describing the theoretical foundation for nonuse or passive use values (e.g.,
Krutilla 1967; Plourde 1975; McConnell
1983), the prospect of routinely including
estimates for these losses in natural resource damages has generated considerable
c o n t r o ~ e r s ~The
. ~ 1989 Court of Appeals
ruling in Ohio v. Department of the Interior
held that lost passive use values should be
included in damage awards resulting from
injuries to natural resources due to releases
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The term passive use was first used in the ruling
by the United States Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia in Ohio u. Department of the Interior, 880
F.2d 432 (D.C. Cir. 1989). The value derived from
passive use has been referred to as nonuse value,
existence value, and bequest value. Option value is also
listed as a component of passive use value in some of
the discussion explaining the ruling. The literature now
generally recognizes option value as a measure of people's risk aversion for factors that might affect the
ability to have access to or use environmentalresources
and therefore not a component of nonuse values (see
Smith 1987 and Randall 1991). In addition, subsequent
research by Larson (1993) has suggested that existence
values could be measured with assumptions from information about people's use of the resource to be valued.
While Larson's derivation is correct, his interpretation
requires specific untestable assumptions restricting individual preferences to offer the interpretation as existen$e values (Bockstael and McConnell 1993).
See Diamond and Hausman (1994) and Hanemann (1994) as examples.
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of hazardous substance^.^ Under this deciThe opinion in Ohio u. Department of the Interior
sion, it is unnecessary for an individual to be
stated,
a direct user of a natural resource, for example as a recreationist, to hold an ecoOn remand, DO1 should consider a rule that would
nomic value for the resource in q ~ e s t i o n . ~ permit trustees to derive use values for natural reThe Ohio Court also emphasized the imporsources by summing up all reliably calculated use
values, however measured, so long as the trustee
tance of the "reliability" of the methods
does not double count. (p. 87)
used to estimate natural resource damages.'
Because contingent valuation is currently
The opinion made clear that its definition of use values
the only technique available to measure
included use and passive use or nonuse values.
economic values that include use and pasWe adopt the term "economic value" rather than
simply "value" to distinguish our meaning from other
sive use, much of the current CV research
uses of the word value. Economic values are defined by
has been directed at evaluating its reliabilan individual's choices. When it is known that someone
ity.
chooses to give up x in order to obtain y, we can
To assess the reliability of natural reconclude the economic value of y (termed the object of
source damage estimates derived from CV,
choice) is at least x.
In the debate over the appropriate uses of CV, the
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adword "reliability" is frequently used. It is not apparent,
ministration (NOAA) convened a panel of
however, that this word has the same meaning to all
prominent social scientist^.^ The Panel's rethe participants in the debate. As noted in Kopp and
port concluded that:
Pease (1997), a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision
under those conditions (and others specified
above), CV studies convey useful information.
We think it is fair to describe such information
as reliable by the standards that seem to b e
implicit in similar contexts, like market analysis
for new and innovative products and the assessment of other damages normally allowed in court
proceedings. (Federal Register, January 15, 1993,
4610)

The Panel's "conditions" are a set of guidelines for CV survey design, administration,
and data analysis.' This paper focuses on
one of these guidelines-the Panel's call for
the "temporal averaging" of willingness-topay (WTP) responses obtained from CV
surveys as one method for increasing their
reliability. The Panel suggested:
Time dependent measurement noise should be
reduced by averaging across independently drawn
samples taken at different points in time. A clear
and substantial time trend in the responses would
cast doubt on the "reliability" of the findings.
(Federal Register, January 15, 1993, 4609)

The reasoning underlying the NOAA
Panel's recommendation for temporal averaging is not clear. Measurement error can
be reduced by averaging across multiple observations that are assumed to be realizations from the same underlying stochastic

concerning the admissibility of scientific evidence
(Daubert u. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, 113 S.Ct. 2786,
2795, n9 (1993)), noted that while scientists "typically
distinguish between 'validity' (does the principle supoort what it Duruorts to show?) and 'reliabilitv' (does
gpplication bf 'the principle produce cohsistent
results?)," the Court emphasized its "reference here is
to evidentiary reliabilityLthat is, trustworthiness." As
used by the Ohio Court and in the NOAA Panel
report, the reliability of a measure is the degree to
which it measures the theoretical construct under investigation. However, in the empirical social sciences,
this preceding definition pertains to validity, whereas
reliability is defined in terms of replicability: the extent
to which the same results are obtained when the identical measurement procedures are repeated. We use the
term reliability in this latter sense.
The Panel was co-chaired by two Nobel Laureate
economists, Kenneth Arrow and Robert Solow. The
additional members of the Panel were: Edward Leamer
of the University of California, Los Angeles, Paul Portney of Resources for the Future, Roy Radner of Bell
Laboratories and New York University, and Howard
Schuman of the University of Michigan. The Panel's
report was published in the January 15, 1993, issue of
the Federal Register.
In addition to temporal averaging, the Panel also
recommended: (a) the use of probability samples allowing inference to target population, (b) personal interviews, (c) careful pretesting for interviewer effects and
questionnaire design, and (d) the minimization of nonresponse. The Panel also made specific recommendations for the survey itself. These recommendations
included: (a) a conservative survey design (i.e., one that
tends to understate values), (b) a willingness-to-pay
referendum style value elicitation format, (c) accurate
description of the program or policy, (d) pretesting of
photographs, (e) reminder of undamaged substitute

'
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process. The Panel's report raises concern
about the existence of time dependency in
the location or scale parameters for CV
constructed measures of willingness to pay.
However each individual's economic
value for a commodity should be expected
to change with the conditions that influence
any choice. In general, the prices (and availability) of substitutes and complements, level
of income, and all other factors that would
affect these decisions can be expected to be
determinants of measures of economic valu e ~ Thus,
.~
changes in estimates of economic value, alone, are not likely to be the
source of the NOAA Panel's call for attention to the temporal reliability of CV. Rather
it might represent a concern that immediate
reactions to an event, such as a large oil
spill, may be particularly labile. Thus, for
example, public reaction might initially entail outrage directed at the party thought to
be responsible, or more generally, people
may require time to evaluate the full implications of the event. With time, such shortterm responses may be often modified as
more information about the cause, and the
full consequences of the event, becomes
known. The Panel's suggestion might be
treated as a concern over the timing of a
single CV survey in relation to the event
giving rise to natural resource injuries.
In this context temporal averaging would
not improve the estimates. Their hypothesis
implies WTP estimates constructed from one
set of responses would be superior to those
at the times that are more subject to these
short-term influences. Given such concerns,
it is important to distinguish research on the
stability of CV estimates of WTP over time
from a recommendation to average the estimates for increased reliability. The alternative hypotheses providing reasons for focusing research on temporal stability all suggest
temporal averaging would not improve the
properties of CV estimate^.^
Our findings use a CV instrument designed to measure WTP for a program to
protect Prince William Sound, Alaska, from
future oil spills, like the Exxon Valdez spill.
These results indicate that choices made
two years after the spill are not significantly

153

different from those made four years after
the spill."'
11. TESTING THE TEMPORAL
VOLATILITY HYPOTHESIS

On March 24, 1989, the oil tanker I k o n
Valdez left the port of Valdez, on its way to
the Gulf of Alaska. It ran into the submerged rocks of Bligh Reef, releasing some
11 million gallons of Prudoe Bay crude oil
into the waters of Prince William Sound. As
part of its damage assessment, the State of
Alaska funded a CV study (Carson et al.
1992) designed to measure the passive use
losses due to the spill. With few exceptions,
that study followed the survey design and
administration procedures subsequently recommended by the NOAA CV Panel. The
Exxon Valdez spill together with the Carson
et al. study offer a unique opportunity to
investigate the question posed by the NOAA
Panel. By conducting a comparable analysis
four years after the spill we can investigate
whether the timing of this initial study was
within the interval the Panel implicitly suspected could be problematic. To undertake
our analysis, we compare the results of the
commodities, (f) adequate time lapse from the accident, (g)no-answer option, (h) yes/no follow-ups, and
(i) checks on understanding and acceptance of the
object of choice presented in the CV survey.
In the case of resources that are assumed to
provide a source of passive use values it is reasonable,
following Hanemann (19881, to assume they make separable contributions to individual preferences. Under
this premise we would expect that the amount and
conditions of access to other substitute resources could
influence these choices, but the relative prices of other
goods making the separable contribution to preferences would not. In that case measures of economic
value would respond to changes in only the aspects of
the circumstances of choice related to income and
nonmarket substitutes.
There has been some evidence that news and its
sources influence public opinions. See Jordan (1993) as
one example.
lo Carson and Mitchell (1993) also report the results
of a replication study. Their study, using a CV instrument to value changes in surface water quality, showed
no sigmficant differences in estimates of willingness to
pay (after adjusting by changes in the consumer price
index) between two surveys conducted three years apart.
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original national face-to-face survey conducted from January to mid-April 1991 with
those of a follow-up, face-to-face survey
conducted in 1993 two years later, using the
identical questionnaire and a comparable
sample. Because of the complexity of each
study and the importance of the design and
survey administration to the issue of reliability, we discuss each study separately.
After four field pilot tests, the original
Exxon Valdez damage assessment survey was
placed into the field in January of 1991, 22
months after the spill." The field administration of the survey was conducted by Westat, one of the nation's leading survey organizations, using a multi-stage area probability sample of residential dwelling units (DU)
drawn from the 50 United States and the
District of Columbia. The Primary Sampling
Units (PSUs) consisted of Westat's National
Master Sample supplemented by the Honolulu SMSA.'~Within each of the 61 PSUs,
the second-stage selections were drawn from
a list of all the Census blocks in the PSU.
The lists were stratified by two block characteristics: percent of the population that was
black, and a weighted average of the value
of owner-occupied housing and the rent of
renter-occupied housing. The 334 secondary
selections were then drawn with probabilities proportionate to their total population
counts. In the third stage, approximately
1,600 dwelling units were drawn from the
selected blocks. Within each dwelling unit, a
household member 18 or older who owned,
rented, or paid toward the mortgage or rent
was selected at random to be the respondent. The overall response rate for the original study was 75.2 percent, yielding a sample of 1,043 cases.13
Our second survey was conducted by the
National Opinion Research Center (NORC)
of the University of Chicago as part of an
empirical study involving 1,408 interviewed
households. Three hundred of these respondents received the original Alaska questionnaire and visuals. The remaining 1,108
households received versions of the original
Alaska instrument that were modified to
examine other issues not relevant to this
study.14

May 1997

The sample was composed of 12 PSUs
selected from NORC's master area probability sample: Baltimore, MD; Birmingham,
AL; Boston, MA; Charleston, SC; Harrisburg, PA, Ft. Wayne, IN; Manchester, NY;
Nicholas County, KY; Portland, OR; Richmond, VA; Seattle, WA; and Tampa, FL.
Six segments were selected from each PSU,
resulting in 72 segments. 1,925 dwelling units
were then randomly selected from the 72
segments. NORC's sampling staff then randomly assigned one of four interview versions of the questionnaires comprising our
larger study to each selected dwelling unit
in advance of the field period.
The selection of the respondent for the
interview was made from all individuals in
the household meeting the same eligibility
requirements as with the original 1991Exxon
Valdez survey.15 The interviews for this
study were conducted over an eight-week
period from May 26 to July 17, 1993, and
the overall response rate was 73 percent. As
in the original survey, non-English-speaking
households were ineligible for the survey.
Due to differences in how PSUs were
drawn in the first stage of sample selection,
the original 1991 sample and the 1993 sample are not fully equivalent. In the 1991
sample, the first-stage PSU selection followed a full probability selection scheme,
The 12 PSUs in the 1993 sample were selected from NORC's master list by choosing

l1 A complete description of the h a 1 survey and its
development is provided in Carson et al. (1992).
l2 Westat's Mastet Sample of 60 PSUs was selected
from a list that grouped the 3,111 counties in the
continental United States in 1980 into 1,179 PSUs,
each consisting of one or more adjacent counties. The
1980 census was used since results from the 1990
census were not available at the time the sample was
drawn. Because Alaska and Hawaii were excluded from
Westat's original sampling list, a new stratum was created consisting of those two states. A random selection
of ??Us from this stratum yielded the Honolulu SMSA.
Non-English-speaking households were iheligible
for the survey.
l4 Results of the larger study are contained in CarsonlFt al. (1994).
In households with more than one eligible respondent, the interviewer used a random number table
to select one eligible respondent for the main interview.
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PSUs where NORC had sufficient interviewers to conduct the study. In all subsequent stages of sample selection (i.e., choosing Census blocks, dwelling units, and respondents), the samples were drawn with
identical procedures. One effect of the difference in the first-stage sampling was to
exclude the major metropolitan areas of New
York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and Los Angeles (included in the 1991 sample) from the
1993 sample.
Since the first-stage sampling differs in
the 1991 and 1993 samples, we provide two
different procedures to adjust for sample
differences. Section IV presents results
based on a choice function, conventionally
used in tests of construct validity (Mitchell
and Carson 1989). The specification for this
function was based on the construct validity
test with the 1991 sample. We use this function to test for differences in the parameters
associated with the factors influencing
choices with the two samples. In addition,
we replicated all of the analyses reported in
this paper using a subsample of the 1991
sample that excluded the following PSUs:
Bronx / Manhattan, NY; Kings / Queens /
Richmond, NY; Nassau / Suffolk, NY;
Philadelphia, PA, Chicago, IL; Los Angeles,
CA. None of the test outcomes are changed
when using this sub-sample. Therefore, we
focus our discussion on analyses that compare the full 1991 sample with our 1993
replication.
111. RESULTS
The questionnaire uses a referendum
value elicitation format. Respondents were
asked to vote on a program that, for the
next ten years, would protect Prince William
Sound from another oil spill causing natural
resource injuries comparable to those from
the Exxon Valdez spill. Questions were also
asked in a double-bounded format so that if
the respondents said they voted "for" the
protection program then they were asked
about a higher one-time cost question. Respondents answering "against" or "not sure"
to the first amount were offered the program at a lower amount. Four versions of
the base survey questionnaire, differing only

in the amounts used in these two questions,
were administered.16
Tests for the effects of the timing of the
initial Alaska survey were undertaken in
three ways: simple contingency analyses with
both the first and the second response; analysis of the estimated parameters for the
choice functions from each sample; and estimates of the WTP from each sample. We
consider each in turn.17
Results for Contingency Table

The first panel in Table 1 reports the
percentage of respondents voting "for" or
"against" adoption of the protection program based on the first question. The table
displays the percentages for the two surveys,
for each of the four dollar amounts used.
Simple inspection of the distributions suggests that the results of the initial Alaska
survey were not impacted by its proximity to
the incident. The identical survey conducted
two years later provides equivalent results.
The null hypothesis of equal proportions
voting "for" and "against" the plan is tested
16

The actual amounts used are displayed below.

Version
A
B
C
D

First
Amount
$ 10

$30
$60
$120

Second Amount
If "For"
the Program

Second
Amount
If "Against"
the Program

$30
$60
$120
$250

$5
$10
$30
$60

l7 An approximate way to consider the power of our
test of reliability is to use the Mitchell-Carson (1989,
365-66) evaluation of sample requirements to isolate
specified differences in means expressed in proportional terms. Given the p-value for probability of a
Type I error for the test, the desired power, and an
assumption about the coefficient of variation for the
initial sample, Table C-4 provides (for a two-sided
t-test) the desired sample size when a = .05 and power
= .90. Taking the assumed coefficient of variation (cu)
as the estimate based on the lower bound mean for
1991 we have cu = .04. This is substantially below the
estimates in Table C-4. Nonetheless, using cu = .1 as a
conservative assumption, a sample size of 28 would be
required to detect 10 percent differences in the means
(32 for power = .95). Our sample of 300 clearly exceeds
this standard.
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TABLE 1
CONTINGENCY
ANALYSIS
OF VOTESFORIAGAINST
PREVENTION
PLAN
Percent Voting For/Against Plana
First Dollar
Amount

For

1991

Contingency Test-xz

Against

1993

1991

1993

First Voteb
For/Against

With DK

Without DK

First and
Second
VoteC

*Significantly different at the 95 percent level.
'Both the 1991 and 1993 surveys permit respondents to reconsider their votes later in the survey. This analysis considers
only the response to the first vote question and therefore does not reflect reconsideration of the vote.
b " ~ o r / ~ g a i n s recodes
t"
volunteered "don't know/not sure" responses as "against." With DK includes "for," "against,"
and "don't know/not sure" as separate categories. Without DK drops the "don't know/not sure" responses from the
sample.
'"First and Sewnd Vote" base the outcome of the second vote on any reconsiderations the respondent made, that is,
changing their vote from "for" to "against."

four ways with these choices. Using the first
question we consider: (a) votes with "don't
know" and "not sure" recoded as against;''
(b) "don't know" and "not sure" treated as
a separate category so three responses are
allowed (i.e., "for," "against," and "don't
know/not sure"); and (c) deleting the "don't
know/not sure" responses. The next three
columns in Table 1 report the chi square
statistics for each possible interpretation of
the choices reported with each dollar
amount. None would permit rejection of the
null hypothesis of equal proportions in the
categories identifying the respondents'
choices.
The last column in Table 1 presents the
results using choices from the first and second voting questions. There are four possible voting patterns based on both response
questions-for-for, for-against, against-for,
and against-against. The null hypothesis of
equal distribution between the two surveys
can be rejected only at the $30 amount.
Results for Choice Function

Three estimators for the choice function
were used in testing consistency as part of
construct validity tests for respondents'
choices in the two samples. Both probit and
Weibull survival models were applied to the
responses from the first question. In addition, we used the responses to both ques-

tions to develop interval censored estimates
of a WTP function (i.e., the so-called double-bounded model, see Hanemann, Loomis,
and Kanninen 1991) and again used a
Weibull framework to evaluate the factors
influencing the choices used in estimating
this equation.
Each of the estimators has quite different
implicit assumptions. The probit was estimated in terms of the level of the tax amount
(and thus is consistent with a linear random
utility or WTP specification, see McConnell
1990). It does not constrain the probability
of favoring the program to unity as the tax
amount declines to zero. The Weibull's location parameter assumes a model that implies independent variables in linear form
will shift the log of median (or mean) WTP.
It also constrains the probability to vote
"for" the program to be unity when the
proposed tax amount is zero.
The double-bounded estimator is perhaps
the most controversial approach in that it
relies on the responses to both questions
being governed by the same underlying
probability distribution. Cameron and Quiggin (1994) have suggested violations in this
assumption can bias the estimates of WTP
18
These responses were not offered by interviewers
but were recorded if respondents voluntarily offered
either answer.
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and of the parameters in the WTP function
used to describe the choice^.'^ Our primary
concern here is with the consistency in the
overall conclusions from fitting these models to both samples.
Table 2 defines the independent variables
included in all choice models. These factors
correspond to the regressors selected for
the original 1991 survey (see Carson et al.
1992 for a more complete discussion). Because this analysis seeks to evaluate whether
replication would change conclusions about
choices, we did not consider alternative
specifications. Table 3 presents the probit
and survival function estimates. The data
from the two surveys are pooled for a total
of 1,144 observation^.^" The first column of
Table 3 presents the probit results. Standard
errors are shown in parentheses beside the
coefficients. The variable labeled as "1993"
identifies the replication sample as an intercept shift. It is not significantly different
from zero, implying that under the assumption of common slope parameters, there is
no shift in the choice model. The second
and third columns of Table 3 imply the
same conclusion, using the single- and double-bounded Weibull survival models.
Table 4 presents the results of relaxing
the common slope parameter assumption.
Each of the three models presented (probit,
single-bounded survival, and doublebounded survival) contain a 1993 intercept
shifting variable and interaction dummy
variables (denoted N variable) for each of
the independent variables (to allow testing
for differences in each parameter between
the two samples). The 1993 intercept shifting variable is again insignificant in all three
models. With the probit and single-bounded
survival estimates, only the COASTAL interaction slope effect would be judged significantly different from zero at the 5 percent level. Estimates for the double-bounded
model imply none of the slope parameters
are significantly different between the two
choice functions for the two samples. Overall, then, the determinants of choices in the
samples separated by two years remained
stable.21

Willingness-to-PayEstimates

Our estimates for the mean WTP use the
Turnbull (1976) nonparametric estimator
based on interval censored data along with
Carson et al.'s (1994) method for estimating
a lower bound for the mean of the underlying WTP distribution. Assuming referendum questions with a single take-it or leaveit decision, the design of responses over
proposed costs, tj allows respondents to be
sorted into two groups for each cost (or tax
amount). This allows the distribution function to be defined as:

1

- Qj= Probability(WTP > t,).

To develop a maximum likelihood estimator
for the distribution function we need only
the frequencies in each cell. The log-likelihood function, I , is given in equation [I].

where

N, = number of respondents indicating "against"
program at tax amount ti,

l9 There have been a variety of responses to the
critique. Kanninen (1995) argues implicitly that the bias
could be due to poor bid design. Alberini's (1995)
analysis of the properties of different bid designs also
"accepts" the responses to the second question as
arising from the same underlying distribution as the
first.
The original 1991 and the recent 1993 data sets
employed in the contingency table tests had 1,043 and
300 observations, respectively, for a total of 1,343 observations. In the choice function equations we employ
the logarithm of income as an explanatory variable. In
the 1991 and 1993 data there are 160 and 39 observations, respectively, that have missing income information. This reduces the size of the pooled data set that
can be used to estimate the choice functions to 1,144
observations.
21
There are actually different hypotheses implied
by each estimator. With the probit model, the parameters reflect both the location and scale parameters for
the distribution. In the Weibull model, they measure
the percentage change in latent WTP with a change in
each independent variable.
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TABLE 2

DEFINITION
OF VARIABLES
Variable Name Coding of Variable
Constant
1993
wlamt
linc
protest

Intercept, equals unity for all respondents
Coded as 1 if respondent from the 1993 replication sample; 0 otherwise
Dollar amount for first stated tax amount
Logarithm of household income
Response coded as 1 if respondent protested that Exxon or the oil companies should pay for the
plan before they were asked how they would vote; 0 othenuise
Response coded as 1 if respondent answered B-1 as more damage and B-2 as 3 indicating great
deal more damage than Exxon Valdez in absence of escort ship plan; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent answered B-1 as more damage and B-2 as 2 indicating somewhat
more damage than Exxon Valdez in absence of escort ship plan; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent answered B-1 as less damage and B-3 as a little or a lot less than
Exxon Valdez in absence of escort ship plan; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent answered B-1 as less damage and B-3 as no damage in relation
to Exxon Valdez in absence of escort ship plan; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent answered plan not completely effective (B-7) and suggest in B-8
it would reduce damage a little or a moderate amount; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent answered plan not completely effective (B-7) and suggest in B-8
it would not reduce damage at all; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent spontaneously named the Exxon Valdez as one of the major
environment accidents caused by humans; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent rated as personally (A-3) protecting coastal areas from oil
spills as "extremely important" or "very important"; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent indicated (A-4) government should over next few years set aside
very large amount or large amount of new land as wilderness; 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent identifies himself or herself as a strong environmentalist
(B-17 = 1 or 2); 0 otherwise
Response coded as 1 if respondent indicates household "very likely" or "somewhat likely" to visit
Alaska in future; 0 otherwise
Response coded 1 for Caucasian, 0 otherwise

more
less

mwork
nwork
name
coastal
wild

white

2;. = number

of respondents indicating "for"
program at tax amount t,,
k = number of values for t,.

The lower-bound estimate of mean WTP is
defined in equation [2].22
WTPLB = 0 . Prob(0 I WTP < t , )

The unobserved mean is bounded from below by the estimated lower-bound mean and
from above by the estimated upper-bound
mean.23
The Turnbull lower-bound mean estimate from the 1991 sample, using responses
to the first voting question, is $52.80 with a
standard error of $2.12. The comparable
estimate for the 1993 sample is $52.81 with

+ t , . Prob(t, I WTP < t 2 )
+ t2 . prob(t2 IWTP < t , )

+ ....+ I , - ,
Prob(t,-,

+ t, . ( 1 - @,).

I

WTP < t,)
[21

22
Estimation with two questions yields interval estimates of @ (e.g., (Qj - Q,- ,)). The likelihood function
can be defined using these intervals. See Haab and
Mc$onnell(1996) for further illustration of the method.
This statement is true irrespective of the particular amounts used to define the intervals, although the
particular tax amounts used can influence how much
less the lower-bound mean is than the sample mean.
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TABLE 3

CHOICE
FUNCTIONS
Variable

Probit.

First Vote Survival

First & Second Vote
Survival

1993

wlamt
linc
protest
grnore
more
less
nodam
mwork
nwork
name
coastal
wild
Stenu
likuis
white
-cons
Note: n = 1,144.
*Indicates significance at the 95 percent level.

a standard error of $4.08. Whether or not
we adjust for the effects of changes in the
general price level over this time, there is
no significant difference between the two
samples' lower-bound means.24
Moreover, as one would suspect from the
tests using contingency tables, our conclusions are insensitive to the treatment of
"don't know/not sure" responses. Deleting
them from the sample yields a lower-bound
mean of $56.41 (2.21) for the 1991 sample
and $57.27 (4.33) for the 1993 sample, with
an asymptotic Z statistic (0.89) indicating
no significant difference.
Using the first and second vote choices
and the reconsideration questions to construct interval censored measures for estimating the distribution functions yields
seven WTP intervals: (1) $0 to $5, (2) $5 to
$10, (3) $10 to $30, (4) $30 to $60, (5) $60 to
$120, (6) $120 to $250, and (7) above $250.
The lower bound Turnbull mean based on
these seven intervals and using the 1991
sample is $54.23 ($2.72), while the comparable estimate based on the 1993 sample is
$54.02 ($5.13). As with the cross tabulations
for choices alone and the choice functions,
these estimates are not significantly different.

IV. CONCLUSION

Three features of the stated choices of
our respondents that might vary over time
have been examined. They are (1) the distribution of "for" and "against" votes, (2) parameters of estimated choice functions, and
(3) lower-bound estimates for the mean
WTP. Choices were not significantly different. Several sets of estimates for the lowerbound mean of WTP were not significantly
different in real terms, and the choice functions were remarkably stable.
We should expect estimates of the WTP
for any object of choice to change as important aspects of the circumstances of choice
change. The NOAA Panel's recommendation to consider evidence of "a clear and
substantial time trend in responses" as a
source of "doubt on the 'reliability' of the
findings" is best interpreted as a concern
about the timing of CV surveys in relation-

" Using the consumer price index to adjust for the
price increases scales the 1991 estimate by 1.061. Then
the asymptotic Z-statistic testing equality of the two
means is 1.16, implying the null hypothesis of equality
cannot be rejected at any conventional p-value.
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TABLE 4
CHOICE
FUNCTIONS
WITH FULL
INTERACTION
EFFECTS
Variable

Probit.

First Vote Survival

First & Second Vote Survival

1993
wlamt
linc
protest
pore
more
less
nodam
mwork
nwork
name
coastal
wild
stenu
1ikui.s
white
n-wlamt
n-linc
n -prtest
nmore
n -less
n-nodam
n mwork
n-name
n-coast
n-wild
n-stenu
n-likuis
n-white
-cons
Note: n = 1,144.
*Indicates significance at the 95 percent level.

ship to the date of the accident that may
have prompted interest in measuring passive
use losses (i.e., for a damage assessment).
Our results suggest that a random sample of
respondents' choices four years after the
Exxon Valdez accident do not imply economic values that would be judged to be
significantly different from what an independent sample selected in 1991 stated.
These results are remarkably stable and
have prompted some diverse responses. For
example, in contrast to the NOAA Panel's
concerns about too much change, one might
ask is there too little change?25 Proponents
of these questions might cite the apparent
decline in the percent of people identifying
environmental issues as problems that most
concerned them (as reported from surveys

by Roper Starch Worldwide, Inc.), as well as
the decline in the percent reporting that we
are spending too little on improving and
protecting the environment (as reported
from surveys by the National Opinion Research Center) over the approximate period
covered by Exxon Valdez (1991) and NORC
replication (1993) surveys.26To believe that
changes in these broad indicators of environmental attitudes should be reflected in
CV measures of WTP one must assume that
CV responses are dominated by broad environmental attitudes rather than preferences

25 We are grateful to John Payne for identifying this
interpretation of the results.
26 See Ladd and Bowman 1995.
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for the specific plan to protect Prince
William Sound. If this assumption is valid,
one should not expect to see strong relationships between features of the plan and
WTP. In this study we find such strong
relationships.
Others might argue that the incomes and
prices faced by households changed between 1991 and 1993 and therefore one
should have expected more variability in
estimates of WTP. For these concerns to be
meaningful we need to be more specific
about how these types of changes would be
expected to influence measures of passive
use values.
Consider first arguments that general
price inflation or changes in the availability
of market goods should have changed respondents' choices more directly than what
we observe. If respondents' choices are motivated by concerns that would lead to passive use values, then by definition they are
not linked to changes in the prices or availability of market goods. This follows because marketed goods must be assumed to
make separable contributions to individual
well-being from the environmental resources associated with the passive use value.
This condition is implied by the definition of
passive use (nonuse) values. As a result
changes in the relative prices of marketed
goods are unlikely to influence people's decisions for these types of environmental resource~.~"
Changes in income could influence monetary measures of passive use value. To
evaluate the importance of this effect for
our samples we considered respondents' reported household (before tax) income for
1990 and 1992 (for the 1991 sample and the
1993 replication). By converting the two estimates of the mean household income to
1993 dollars (using the CPI) we can compare the importance of income changes for
stated choices and WTP estimates. The
means are $37,231 for 1991 and $39,953 in
1993.~' The lower-bound mean WTP in 1993
dollars was $56.02 for the 1991 sample and
$52.81 for 1993. Thus, this type of fairly
simple comparison offers little to suggest
lower-bound mean estimates for WTP are
inconsistent with the changes we would ex-
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pect based on the absence of important
changes in the economic circumstances of
the households in 1991 and 1993.
In interpreting our findings it is important to acknowledge that this is only one
test of temporal stability. Our findings do
concur with the earlier testlretest studies
(see Loomis 1989 as one example). Taken
together with these studies they seem to
suggest that the Panel's concerns about
temporal stability may not be as important
an issue as the Panel's overall recommendation might be interpreted to imply. Our example involved a large, exceptionally wellknown incident where the media coverage
alone might have been expected to influence people's choices. Of course, we do not
know what the pattern of responses would
have been had the original survey been con-

27 TO the extent it is possible to isolate substitution
relationships with other nonmarket resources, we might
also expect that changes in these substitute resources
would also influence measures of WTP. Nonetheless,
the magnitude of these responses cannot be predicted
a prion. At best, we have limited overall expectations
from economic theory about changes in measures of
WTP with changes in each individual's circumstances
of choice.
The comparison of average incomes leads to a bit
smaller discrepancy if we focus on the full 1993 sample.
The mean in this case is $38,305 (in 1993 dollars). A
larger difference in income arises with a different
treatment of the right censored highest category of
income. Using the U.S. Department of Commerce
(1966) approach to fitting a Pareto tail to the distribution, our adjusted (to 1993) mean income levels become 39,410 for the 1991 sample and 43,125 for the
1993 sample. This large discrepancy arises because a
greater number of respondents in the 1993 sample
reported incomes in the highest two income classes,
and thus the mid-point assigned to the right censored
class was greater. In the other computations the same
censoring point was assigned to both samples.
To evaluate whether the choices were consistent
with this income increase between the 1991 and 1993
surveys we computed chi square tests for each initial
tax amount for the income group in this greatest income class. Only in the case of the $120 tax amount did
we find significantly different choice patterns between
the 1991 and 1993 samples ( p = .023). A higher fraction of the 1993 sample supported the plan at this cost
than the 1991 sample. This is consistent with what we
would expect with the higher income levels. This result
should be interpreted cautiously because only 12 respondents with this income level in the 1993 sample
were assigned to this tax amount.
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ducted closer to the time of the Exxon
Valdez oil spill. As a result, our findings do
not answer the fundamental question about
when CV surveys should be conducted in
relation to the timing of large, potentially
controversial events like the Exxon Valdez
spill. We can say that longer term averaging
or trend analysis seems unwarranted in tests
of the reliability of CV surveys.
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